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White House says it is Pentagon's
'sacred obligation' to help troops get
abortions: Tears into Republicans and
says U.S. military will 'lose talent' if
access to the procedure is limited

Spokesman John Kirby on Monday defended Pentagon support for abortions
The policy is under fire from Sen. Tuberville who is blocking appointments
But Kirby said it was essential to recruiting the best personnel 

By ROB CRILLY, SENIOR U.S. POLITICAL REPORTER FOR DAILYMAIL.COM
PUBLISHED: 18:10 EDT, 17 July 2023 | UPDATED: 20:01 EDT, 17 July 2023

Hardline abortion restrictions in states such as Alabama are having an impact on
morale in the U.S. military, White House National Security Council spokesman John
Kirby said on Monday, as he delivered an impassioned defense of Pentagon policies.

It comes as Sen. Tommy Tuberville, a Republican from Alabama, blocks hundred of
senior military appointments in protest.

He says he will not back down unless the Defense Department scraps its policy
offering support to service members who need to travel out of state for terminations
after the Supreme Court scrapped abortion protections last year.

'I'm really glad you asked that question,' said Kirby, who is an admiral in the Navy in
response to a query about whether the policy was necessary for military readiness.

He said for an all-volunteer service, it was part of the contract between military
leaders and the men and women who signed up to serve.
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White House National Security Council spokesman John Kirby (left) on Monday delivered an
impassioned defense of Pentagon policies on abortion. It comes as Sen. Tommy
Tuberville blocks hundred of senior military appointments in protest
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Whether it's about female service members, one in five, or female family members
being able to count on the kinds of health care and reproductive care specifically
that they need to serve,' he said during the White House briefing, 'that is a
foundational sacred obligation of military leaders across the river.'

The Pentagon, across the Potomac in Virginia, has frequently been the target of
conservatives as it builds the sort of diverse fighting force that reflects the nation.

Republicans have accused it of being more interested in being 'woke' than
warfighting.

The Department of Defense says Tuberville's stance has already stalled more than
260 nominations of senior officers. That figure could reach 650 by the end of the
year. 

He is refusing to lift his blockade until their is a vote on the Pentagon's policy of
offering paid leave and expenses for service members who have to travel to get an
abortion.

'I don't know whether it would pass,' he said last week. 'It may. I don't care. 

'I just want the American people to have a say-so in this, not the Pentagon.'

At the same time, House Republicans signaled that no area of policy is safe from
their culture war attacks.
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'I'm really glad you asked that question,' said Kirby, who is an admiral in the Navy in response
to a query about whether the policy was necessary for military readiness

Kirby pointed out that one in five military personnel were now female

Last week they passed an annual defense authorization bill that included limits on
abortion, transgender transition treatment, and diversity training. In so doing they
ended a long standing practice of passing such bills with bipartisan support, and
ensured it will be rejected by the Senate.

Against that backdrop, Kirby said active duty personnel and spouses recently told
him that abortion restrictions were having an impact on their willingness to serve.

'So if you don't think there's going to be a retention and morale issue, think again
because it's already having that effect,' he said.

Service members do not get to pick and choose where they are based, he
continued, citing the example of his son and his son-in-law who are both in the Navy.

'And so what happens if you get assigned to a state like Alabama, which has a pretty
restrictive abortion law in place, and you're concerned about your reproductive
care?' he asked.

'What do you do? Do you say no and get out? 

'Well, some people may decide to do that. And what does that mean? 

'That means we lose talent, important talent.

'And we're an all-volunteer force. Recruiting is tough enough as it is with a very
strong economy out there. 

'We want to keep the people that we get and we want to we want to make sure that
they can continue to serve.'
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Share or comment on this article: White House says it is Pentagon's 'sacred
obligation' to help troops get abortions: Tears into Republicans and says U.S.
military will 'lose talent' if access to the procedure is limited

Plus, he added, 'It's just the right darn thing to do for people that raise their hand and
agree to serve in the military.'

President Joe Biden last week also expressed his frustration with Tuberville.

'I'd be willing to talk to him if I thought there's any possibility of him changing his
ridiculous position he has,' he said in Helsinki, Finland.

'He's jeopardizing U.S. security by what he's doing. I expect the Republican Party to
stand up, stand up and do something about it.'
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I'd bet you are fine with IVF though, where the majority of viable embryos are terminated or f
indefinitely... if life begins at conception, why is this different?
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LittleBlackOlive, A nice city in the Midwest, United States, 4 hours ago

Our military needs to focus on protecting our country and killing our enemies - not babies.
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Neanderson, Dogger Land Housing Authority, United Kingdom, 4 hours ago

InTheSky1: Technically, no difference in the two. Why did you infer your own straw man argu
One thing at a time.
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MrAppliance, Somewhere, Canada, 4 hours ago

@inthesky1 the difference is this is not an arguement, its a strawman.
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figgypuddington, Gold Coast Australia, United States, 4 hours ago

Yes, with the way some people carry on about its necessity of abortion, youd think theyre try
curry favor with some type of god.
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UnViejo, Texas, United States, 4 hours ago

Just wow. The Federal government believes it has a "sacred obligation" to help soldiers kill th
children. Unbelievable.

44
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timd66md, Baltimore, United States, 4 hours ago

The Left now worships at the altar of Big Government. So calling abortion a sacred rite make
sense.
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morrigu, philadelphia, United States, 3 hours ago

why are female service members getting pregnant while in service??what if they're already m
doesn't that lead to discharge? There are rules against fraternization for this very reason.
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masterpaulham, Pasadena, United States, 2 hours ago

The Federal Government, which includes the Military, is expressly forbidden from spending
taxpayer money on abortions with only a few specific exceptions. It's called the Hyde Amend
and is the current law governing federal taxpayer funding of abortions.
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MegaTop Ranks, ny, United States, 5 hours ago

Stop calling it reproductive healthcare. The goal of these procedures arent reproduction

ReplyNew Comment 20448
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commonsensekiwi, Auckland , New Zealand, 3 hours ago

It is healthcare associated with your reproductive system. That includes abortions.... in the
rest of the developed world anyway.
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alphasavage, Los Angeles, United States, 2 hours ago

don't use the tired phrase. "rest of the developed world". The rest of the developed world
thinks Biden is not senile.
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Scottgirl, San Francisco, United States, 5 hours ago

They just cant let it go can they? Maybe use birth control soldiers!

ReplyNew Comment 15375

RBSeaton, Evergreen, United States, 5 hours ago
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Women?
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seableu, Maine, United States, 5 hours ago

"sacred obligation to help troops get abortions". Sometimes I don't recognize the country I live in
anymore.

2 of 3 replies See all replies

ReplyNew Comment 5321
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figgypuddington, Gold Coast Australia, United States, 4 hours ago

Calling abortion sacred reveals that Its a religious rite for them. Baal worship from biblical
times, which required a sacred offering of you know what, never actually ended, it just got
an image makeover.
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morrigu, philadelphia, United States, 3 hours ago

there are rules against fraternization for this very reason. and if married male or female
soldiers have an affair, it should lead to discharge; any resulting pregnancy isn;t the
business of the military.
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Racer35, Orange County, United States, 5 hours ago

Ev!l. And they say Trump is bad.

2 of 5 replies See all replies
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lcky9, Joliet, United States, 3 hours ago

CrucialConflict, wish they had a laughing emoji on this site... imagine it x's 100 for your
insane comment
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lcky9, Joliet, United States, 3 hours ago

BizarroWorld,,,can think of a lot of words to replace it with for you ....however...EVIL is the
one they will print...
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atex, austin, 5 hours ago

I usually can appreciate most of what John Kirby says even though we have different positions. He
sounds like an idiot on this. It is our sacred duty to protect life.

2 of 4 replies See all replies
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MsAlicePalace, somewhere, 3 hours ago

@Geva: But we have come a long way with birth control, so the need for abortions should
be sporadic.

011
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morrigu, philadelphia, United States, 3 hours ago

forst potatohead erased student debt, defying the SCOTUS. Now Kirby is broadcasting
the defiance of armed forces vs. R.v.W. overturn. This administration will continue defiant
actions in a desperate bid to weaponize gullible voters...
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Wed-nes-day, ASouthernPlace, United States, 5 hours ago

Using the term sacred to refer to abortions is blasphemous.
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InTheSky1, New York, United States, 4 hours ago

I'd bet you are fine with IVF though, where the majority of viable embryos are terminated
or frozen indefinitely... if life begins at conception, why is this different? Clue: it isn't.
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Loser981, Washington DC, United States, 4 hours ago
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rhyleigh, Birmingham, United States, 5 hours ago

Why do liberals promote murdering babies? Biden and his ilk salivate while demanding people kill
their babies.

2 of 3 replies See all replies
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Chicago_refugee, Not Chicago, United States, 3 hours ago

IVF is completly unrelated and not even part of this conversation, but you're that special
kind of stupid by reposting the same irrelevant comment.

319
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Shetland Pony, Denver, United States, moments ago

In your heart you know why they support this evil.

00
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Inthered, Denver, United States, 4 hours ago

Everyone in the white house right now are complete and utter idiots. Their moral code is so
screwed up they can't even see straight.
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Dori Alexander, Petoskey, United States, 2 hours ago

Being unhinged must be a requirement now in this administration.

03
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JackNJill, Chicago, United States, 5 hours ago

Sacred obligation? To get abortions? How many servicemen impregnated servicewomen, so they
can get a sacred abortion...I would think we have higher bars for our service men and women.
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Italy following SPLIT
from husband Joe
Manganiello

Joy-Anna Duggar
becomes the latest
sibling to flout Jim Bob
and Michelle's strict
religious dress code by
donning skin-tight jeans
at Jackson Hole rodeo
in Wyoming

Sean Gunn claims
Netflix 'operates in total
secrecy' and is
'screwing' people over
by keeping numbers
secret citing his lack of
residuals from streamer
for Gilmore Girls

Busy Philipps, Hilary
Duff, Kevin Bacon and
Nina Dobrev lead stars
on picket lines amid
ongoing SAG-AFTRA
and WGA strikes that
have brought Hollywood
to a standstill

Inside Ariana Grande
and Dalton Gomez'
romance timeline: A
look back at their
whirlwind romance
amid their split after two
years of marriage
Couple calling it quits 

'Skin is smoother and
tighter!' Watch stubborn
cellulite and stretch
marks disappear with
this buttery Augustinus
Bader body cream - see
the impressive before
and after photos right
here!
SHOPPING

Fleetwood Mac singer
Christine McVie left her
staggering fortune and
estate worth a
whopping $91 MILLION
to her beloved brother
and grandchildren
Singer died aged 79

Lionel Messi's
stunning wife Antonela
steals the show at his
Inter Miami unveiling as
fans hail 'most beautiful
woman in the world'
An influencer and model

Amal Clooney, 45, stuns
in a white gown with
thigh-high split as she
packs on the PDA with
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dapper husband
George, 62
Couple in Lake Como 

Devon Sawa claims he
'wasn't paid a cent' for
his Final Destination 5
cameo in now-deleted
Tweet as he supports
the ongoing SAG-
AFTRA strike

Bachelorette alum
Shawn Booth reveals he
is expecting baby with
mystery girlfriend: 'It's
gonna be very special
and I can't wait!'

Today show star Jill
Martin, 47, reveals she's
been diagnosed with
breast cancer and will
undergo double
mastectomy AND
preventative surgery 
Removing ovaries too 

'Instant radiance for
cheeks!' Shoppers say
this highlighting wand
is the FAVORITE item in
their make-up purse,
beating MAC and
Charlotte Tilbury
alternatives - and it's
just $9
SHOPPING

Kylie Jenner and
Jordyn Woods have
been hanging out
privately for more than
a year - after pair's
shock dinner reunion
stunned fans... four
years after scandal

Kylie Jenner sparks a
BITTER debate among
fans after reuniting with
former best friend
Jordyn Woods
Jordyn admitted to kissing
Khloe Kardashian's ex
Tristan Thompson 

Nina Dobrev flashes
her midriff and toned
legs in a TINY black
crop-top and mini skirt
as she steps out in NYC
The actress knows how to
turn heads 

Kristen Wiig, 49,
shows off her toned
bikini body on the
beach in Malibu before
giving shirtless Sean
Penn, 62, a warm hug
Bridesmaids actress

Real Housewives of
Dallas star Kary
Brittingham is
ENGAGED! Star reveals
her lawyer love
proposed to her during
romantic getaway
Proposed in Tuscany

They could pass for
sisters! Teresa Giudice
looks about the same
age as her mini-me
daughters - can you
guess how much older
she is than her kids?
Looks fab for her age 

Paris Hilton poses
with her son Phoenix as
he turns six months old:
'He is my world and
makes my life feel so
complete'
She's a new mother 

Emily Ratajkowski puts
on a very busty display
in lingerie as she poses
for sultry snaps in her
backyard
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Model lounged on white
outdoor furniture

The Chosen gets a
waiver from SAG-
AFTRA to continue
production on season
four of the Jesus-based
drama amid ongoing
strike
Sticking to its schedule 

'He can burn in HELL':
Howard Stern's former
radio rival Mancow
Muller breaks down in
TEARS recalling shock
jock's 'demonic and evil'
rape jokes
About his father's death 

Three generations!
Gwyneth Paltrow, 50,
makes the rare move of
posing with mother
Blythe Danner, 80, and
daughter Apple, 19
Family was in NY

EXCLUSIVE  Kylie
Jenner and Jordyn
Woods reunite!
Billionaire enjoys dinner
with ex BFF after Tristan
Thompson cheating
scandal
Four years after scandal

Vanderpump Rules
star Ariana Madix buys
alcohol while her
cheating ex Tom
Sandoval flexes his
muscles
Filming season 11

EXCLUSIVE  Humble
Carlos Alcaraz still lives
with his parents in their
$222K flat above a
kebab shop could net
$39M this year
Tennis star's rise to fame 

Doja Cat flashes her
bare bust beneath
fishnet body stocking in
VERY racy shoot as she
discusses big changes
to her music in candid
interview
Posed in V Magazine

Barbara Palvin and
Dylan Sprouse 'marry in
her native Hungary' -
just one month after
confirming engagement
Former Victoria's Secret
Angel wed 

Heidi Klum, 50, puts
on a busty display in a
TINY white bikini while
enjoying an ice cream
cone as she gives
insight into lavish
Sardinia getaway
Model was in Italy 

'When the world is
looking at you, you just
break down': Rita Ora
breaks down as she
discusses the struggles
at the height of fame
British singer is 32

Inside the intimate -
and VERY cost-effective
- wedding of Princess
Beatrice and Edoardo
on their anniversary
They only invited close
family to the event

How Kate showed off
her close bond with
Charlotte during the
little Princess' first
official trip to
Wimbledon
They bonded over tennis
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Helena Christensen
announces the death of
her father Fleming as
the grieving star shares
heartfelt tribute
The model, 54, has lost
her dad 

Jessica Simpson, 43,
goes makeup free
again.... after revealing
she was recently rushed
to the hospital
The Texas native had her
blonde slicked back 

Newly-single Sofia
Vergara, Lewis
Hamilton, and Toni
Collette are among the
stars ignoring the
sweltering temperatures
and jetting to Europe for
their summer holiday

Bella Thorne risks a
wardrobe malfunction in
a perilously skimpy blue
bikini for jaw dropping
snaps
The actress left little to
the imagination

EXCLUSIVE  Louis, the
ball boy! Prince was
'very upset' to miss
Wimbledon because he
has been 'practicing
standing and staying
serious' on court 
Royal missed the tennis

Valerie Bertinelli, 63,
SLAMS troll who
accuses her of using
Botox as star admits
she used to get
injections but stopped 
Quit due to eyebrows 

NBA legend Shaquille
O'Neal saved from
drowning by group of
kids in resort pool in
hilarious TikTok clip
The basketball legend
was in Hawaii 

Angelina Jolie, 48, has
a youthful summer glow
with ombre hair and a
white trench coat as she
hits Atelier Jolie
meetings with Pax and
Zahara in NYC
Summer style in the city 

Yellowstone stars
Hassie Harrison and
Ryan Bingham prove
they are still very much
in love as they cuddle
at Colter Wall concert
Couple on and off screen 

'It's p*****g me off!'
Miranda Lambert
STOPS concert after
claiming fans were
'taking selfies' during
her performance 
Guests LEFT in protest 

LaBrea star Natalie
Zea shows off her
sizzling hot bikini body
while wishing husband
Travis Schuldt a happy
9 year wedding
anniversary
Celebrated their love 

David Guetta, 55, joins
girlfriend Jessica
Ledon, 31, who sizzles
in a skimpy black bikini
as they hit the beach in
sun-soaked Ibiza
The DJ went shirtless

Cristiano Ronaldo's
girlfriend Georgina
Rodriguez gives fans a
glimpse at lavish yacht
vacation with the soccer
star
Model and influencer  

Hollywood double strike
could cost studios
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$450M to $600M more
for each year of a new
three-year contract if
they agree to raise
compensation
Actors are on strike 

Ex-wife of F1 driver
Ralf Schumacher, 46,
reveals she is joining
OnlyFans, saying: 'Why
shouldn't I share a
topless photo or two
with the public?
German Playboy model

Adults only! Jennifer
Lopez slips into a sexy
dress after ditching the
'Bennifer bunch' for
romantic dinner with
Ben Affleck on first
wedding anniversary 
One year of marriage

Toni Collette looks
sensational in orange
bikini as she cools off in
Italy while temperatures
soar to 120F
Actress on the Italian
island of Ischia

EXCLUSIVE  Lionel
Messi to receive a key
to the city of Fort
Lauderdale following
Inter Miami move as
local mayor welcomes
hero to South Florida
Soccer star in the USA

Baywatch star Donna
D'Ericco, 55, showcases
her toned frame in all
pink skimpy Barbie-core
look: 'Barbie mania and
I'm here for it!'
She never seems to age 

Royal watchers are
convinced $220 dress
Princess Charlotte wore
to Wimbledon has a
hidden meaning
Royals watched the Men's
Final in London 

Princess Diana's niece
Lady Amelia Spencer
shares glimpse of her
wedding dress in
unseen snap from her
big day
wedding in South Africa

Sound of Freedom
producer hails success
of $14m budget film as
it moves up to second
place in box office
behind Mission:
Impossible
Film has grossed $85M

Fast and Furious star
fab at 43! Jordana
Brewster slips into a
tiny string bikini while
beating the heatwave in
Santa Barbara
Found a way to keep cool

The grime behind the
glamor: '90s models
Cindy, Linda, Naomi,
and Christy get set to
memorialize their
catwalk dominance in
new documentary, 
Bitter scandals revealed 

Saweetie almost spills
out of her bustier as she
holds hands with beau
YG while heading to hot
spot Craigs in West
Hollywood
Showed off her cleavage

Camila Morrone shows
off her toned curves as
she wows in envy-
inducing snaps as she
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shares memories of
her 'Summer alla Italia'
Leo DiCaprio's ex 

Jane Birkin's sexuality
and effortless style
turned her into a living
legend... CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS remembers
actress after death at 76
Was a fashion icon

Victoria Beckham
sports tousled tresses
as she joins husband
David and their kids at
his team Inter Miami
CF's unveiling 
For player Lionel Messi 

Heidi Klum, 50,
showcases her
incredible figure in a
skimpy pink bikini as
she soaks up the sun
with husband shirtless
Tom Kaulitz, 33
Couple in Sardinia, Italy

The Summer I Turned
Pretty viewers share
videos of themselves
SOBBING over
'emotional' season two
premiere
Tear-jerking show 

Shania Twain, 57,
shows off her very
flexible dance moves in
a dazzling corset,
fishnet tights and sexy
boots on stage in
Michigan
The singer hit Detroit

Rod Stewart is all
smiles as he holds
hands with wife Penny
Lancaster on the beach
during Spanish getaway
The rocker took a break
from his world tour

Rod Stewart poses
alongside seven of his
eight children and three
grandchildren for rare
family photo 
Rocker and family were in
Spain for summer

Lewis Hamilton
catches the eye of a
bikini-clad woman while
in Ibiza, while rumored
former flame Shakira is
seen with NBA star
The F1 driver is 38

And the rose goes to!
Gerry Turner, 71,
announced as The
Golden Bachelor for
new dating series aimed
at older contestants
Widow looks for love 

Sarah Ferguson says
it 'gives her peace'
knowing Princess
Beatrice 'got her
fairytale' after third
wedding anniversary
Duchess of York spoke

Dua Lipa gets caught
in the rain as she goes
on epic shopping spree
with her faithful
assistant carrying all
the bags
She spared no expense

Sir Elton John makes
Kevin Spacey laugh
with quip about actor
flying in white tie on a
private jet 
Singer is defense witness
during sex assault trial 
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Khloe Kardashian
shares cryptic posts
about 'cruelty and the
worst people' in wake of
sister Kylie Jenner's
reunion with Jordyn
Woods
Not happy about reunion

Real Housewives of
New York is back with a
bang! New cast of rich
and fabulous women
compare notes on porn
and get a lesson in
lesbian sex
Bicker over reservations

Britney Spears shows
off sensational figure in
skimpy yellow bikini
during another day of
horseback riding on
beach during her
tropical getaway
On summer vacation

Sex And The City
recycles ANOTHER
actor as eagle-eyed fans
spot Carrie's latest And
Just Like That... love
interest is Charlotte's
randy synagogue suitor 

Vick Hope wows in a
summery mini as she
steps out with fiancé
Calvin Harris and her
parents in Ibiza
Rumors they're months
away from marrying 

Kim Kardashian, Cardi
B and other celebs have
customized their iconic
Birkins - but can YOU
guess who owns which
bag? 
Expensive requests made

Benedict Cumberbatch
is moved to tears as he
discovers an
'extraordinary'
connection to his
grandfather on Running
Wild with Bear Grylls
The actor was schocked

Cardi B and Offset
continue to show off
united front as they
celebrate Kulture's
birthday after cheating
allegations
Showed their close bond

'America's number 10':
Lionel Messi thanks
Miami for its 'love and
kindness' after walking
out to 20,000 fans after
signing $60M deal
Soccer star in Miami

Tennis champ Marketa
Vondrousova, 24,
celebrates Wimbledon
win downing beer as
she is reunited with her
husband for their first
wedding anniversary
Won the women's final 

David Beckham avoids
disaster after nearly
SLIPPING OVER in the
rain before his
emotional speech
welcoming Lionel Messi
Soccer stars in Miami 

Inter Miami CF owner
David Beckham joins
his glamorous wife
Victoria at the Lionel
Messi unveiling event at
DRV PNK Stadium
The soccer star is 48 

'Damn, I had no idea!':
Fans are left impressed
at David Beckham
speaking fluent Spanish
to new Inter Miami star
Lionel Messi
Soccer stars in Florida

Pregnant Dutch model
Lara Stone shows off
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her bump for the first
time on social media as
she celebrates two year
wedding anniversary
Welcoming new baby

Young And The
Restless star Melissa
Claire Egan gives birth
to second child with
husband Matt Katrosar:
'Welcome to the world
sweet boy!'
Expanded their family

Hollywood celebrates
Carlos Alcaraz's nail-
biting win! Brad Pitt,
Daniel Craig, Guy
Ritchie and Ariana
Grande lead the stars
Wimbledon Men's Final

Gillian Anderson takes
a dip in the sea before
sharing a sweet
moment with co-
star Jason Isaacs while
filming scenes for The
Salt Path in Cornwall
The actress is 54

The Bennifer bunch!
Ben Affleck and
Jennifer Lopez
celebrate one-year
wedding anniversary
with blended family
They both have kids

Princess Diana's 'most
iconic' garment, her
black sheep sweater
goes on display at
Sotheby's ahead of
auction
Expected to fetch $91K

Kylie Jenner and
Jordyn Woods
friendship timeline:
From 2012 introduction
to 2019 fall-out over
Tristan Thompson...
amid shock reunion

Heartbroken
colleagues mourn death
of 'gifted and
consummate
professional' CBS New
York meteorologist Elise
Finch
Presenter of 16 years

Heidi Klum flaunts her
fit figure in a pastel pink
bikini while taking a dip
in the ocean with
husband Tom Kaulitz
during their getaway in
Sardinia
Couple were in Italy

There's Something
About Mary... and its all-
star cast! 25 years after
hit film premiered what
has happened to the
big-name actors?
Film was a cult hit

'It's infuriating and 
dangerous ': Billie Eilish
slams fan trend of
throwing objects at
singers on stage 
It's a dangerous trend for
performers

Princess Anne's
double! Royal fans go
wild over Princess
Charlotte's striking
resemblance to her
great aunt
Royal was at Wimbledon 

Kate's tears for Ons
Jabeur: How empathetic
Princess appeared to
break down in a rare
public display of
emotion
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At women's tennis final 

Prince William was
'happy to let Kate take
center stage' at
Wimbledon because
they've 'struck perfect
balance' in public 
Royal couple at tennis

Why did Queen
Elizabeth once call
Camilla 'that wicked
woman'? As she turns
76 today, we look back
at Camilla's remarkable
royal journey
Weren't always close

New King and Queen
of Centre Court Carlos
Alcaraz and Marketa
Vondrousova celebrate
their new Wimbledon
titles at Champions
Dinner
Winners of the tennis

Who is Carlos
Alcaraz's rumoured
former girlfriend Maria
Gonzalez Gimenez?
Tennis player shares
glam bikini pictures 
Didn't say congrats to him

High-end restaurants,
luxury fashion... and no
ban on booze! Why
wives of Saudi Arabia-
bound soccer
superstars choose to
live in Bahrain 
Stars in the Middle East 

Hugh Jackman hands
out lottery tickets to the
crew during filming for
Deadpool 3
The actor is known as
one of the nicest men in
showbiz

Princess Kate beams
as she hands new
Wimbledon champion
Carlos Alcaraz the
winner's trophy after
stunning five-set win
against Novak Djokovic

She had wealth,
beauty, AND a 'nepo
baby' pedigree... where
did it all go wrong for
Tori Spelling? FEMAIL
lays bare 50-year-old's
fall from grace 
Daughter of a mogul

Christine Quinn looks
incredible in a semi-
sheer cut-out yellow
crop top and matching
puffball skirt as she
enjoys a Parisian
fashion moment 
Selling Sunset star

Taylor Swift makes
history as first woman
to have FOUR albums in
Billboard Top 10 at once
following footsteps of
Herb Alpert and Prince
Topped Barbra Streisand

Taylor Swift fans' fury
as touts resell tickets
for her UK tour for
nearly $13,000 while
they are left empty-
handed after website
crashes
Fans are not happy

Jane Birkin dies aged
76: Singer and actress
who lent her name to
famous Hermes Birkin
designer handbag is
found at home in France
by her carer 
Was a fashion icon
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Luann & Sonja:
Welcome to Crappie
Lake: The Countess
gets muddy and uses
sex appeal to sell
lemonade
Luann de Lesseps at 58

Happy birthday,
Camilla! Kate and
William lead wellwishers
as royal turns 76 - her
first birthday as Queen
The royal is married to
King Charles

Are Kim Kardashian
and Tom Brady dating?
Billionaire Michael
Rubin breaks silence on
potential power couple
who attended his Fourth
of July party
New love interest Kim?

Dwyane Wade and
Gabrielle Union enjoy
company of his former
teammate Udonis
Haslem while watching
NBA Summer League
The game was in Vegas

Beyonce, 41, is
effortlessly radiant in a
glittering red cutout
dress and dazzling
silver bodysuit during
her Renaissance Tour
Singer was in Nashville

Victoria Beckham and
kids Harper, 12, and
Cruz, 18, throw their
support behind dad
David as his team Inter
Miami CF unveil new
player Lionel Messi
Soccer stars in Florida

Ashley Roberts
channels milkmaid-chic
in sexy denim mini
dress with lace-up detail
as she leaves a radio
station
Former Pussycat Doll 

Up close and personal
with Harry Styles!
SEVEN new waxworks
are unveiled at Madame
Tussauds locations
across the globe
One Direction star

The Walking Dead:
Dead City: Maggie Rhee
fights off hideous New
York City sewer walker
with extra body parts
In the latest episode of
the hit show

Jared Leto is friendly
to fans as he stops to
take selfies at grocery
store in LA
The actor was happy to
chat to his fans in Los
Angeles

Gwyneth Paltrow, 50,
and daughter Apple
Martin, 19, look like
sisters as they look
glam while cuddling up
at Goop and Gucci
event in the Hamptons
They could be sisters

Another blow! Bebe
Rexha hints she's split
from beau and shares
screenshots of him
criticizing her weight
after gaining
After a fan hit her

Kelsea Ballerini and
Chase Stokes are joined
by newlyweds Lukas
Gage and Chris
Appleton as they make
a fab foursome 
At Armani Beauty event

Who are Jane Birkin's
children? From the
tragic story of daughter
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Kate Barry to cult
stars Charlotte
Gainsbourg and Lou
Doillon
Passed away in Paris

Inside Ronan
Keating's family life -
the devoted dad has
five children and
became a grandad aged
only 46 
Irish Boyzone star

Michael J. Fox and
Tracy Pollan pay
touching tributes to
each other on their 35th
wedding anniversary: 'I
could not love you
more'
Longtime love for star

Matt Damon keeps it
casual in a T-Shirt and
jeans as he is
accompanied by his
wife and daughters
while walking through
JFK Airport in New York 
After his film premiered

Rebecca Gayheart
enjoys quality time with
her look-a-like
daughters Billie and
Georgia Dane at Nobu in
Malibu
Actress on mom duties

Erika Jayne meets
with 'victims defrauded
of settlement money' by
her estranged husband
and disgraced lawyer
Tom Girardi
Real Housewives star

Kim Kardashian is a
busty blonde bombshell
in plunging white
swimsuit in behind-the-
scenes snaps from
Kimade campaign 
Behind the scenes look

Inside the Jordyn
Woods scandal: How
Kylie Jenner, Khloe
Kardashian and the
reality TV family turned
their back on family
friend
Jordyn went too far

Real Housewives Of
Atlanta: Drew Sidora
cries after arguing with
Shereé Whitfield on
Portugal group trip
There was more drama in
Atlanta, Georgia

 Bikini-clad Toni
Collette looks happy as
she's joined by good pal
and Aussie actor
Christopher Simon at
the beach - after split
with husband
Stunned in orange bikini

LIVE TOP
STORIES

FBI agent who investigated Hunter
'confirms IRS whistleblower story'
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Country music star
Morgan Wallen gifts
family of murdered
Idaho student Ethan
Chapin free concert
tickets 
Heard he was a 'huge fan'

Jon & Kate Plus 8 star
Collin Gosselin accuses
mom Kate of sending
him to 'scary' behavioral
institute at AGE 12 to
stop him revealing her
'ABUSE'
Spoke out about family

Ariana Grande chats
with Wicked co-star
Jonathan Bailey and pal
Andrew Garfield as they
enjoy the Wimbledon
Men's Final
Amid actor's strike

Sarah Jessica Parker
showcases her eclectic
style as she walks
through the airport with
husband Matthew
Broderick in NYC
And Just Like That star

Margot's makeover!
Barbie actress has
cemented her status as
a fashion icon by
ditching the stylist fans
claimed 'must hate her'
After a string of flops

Paris Jackson shows
off her toned legs in cut-
off denim shorts and a
mauve camisole as she
enjoys a leisurely stroll
with her dog in LA
Went out with her pooch

Heidi Klum, 50, shows
off her toned figure in a
skimpy pink bikini as
she packs on the PDA
with her husband Tom
Kaulitz, 33, in Sardinia
Model is in Italy

Lori Harvey displays her
bikini body during
getaway to St. Tropez
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with boyfriend
Damson Idris and her
family - after hitting
back at Quavo rumors
Steve Harvey's daughter

Jason Aldean ends
Hartford concert
abruptly after suffering
heat stroke - but
country singer says he
has since recovered
Had to call off his show

Olivia Wilde spends
time with her brother
Charlie Cockburn in
New York City after
joining SAG-AFTRA
colleagues on picket
line
Amid Hollywood strike

Kyle Richards, 54,
celebrates one year of
sobriety as she shares a
radiant selfie amid
'separation' from
Mauricio Umansky: 'I
listened to my heart'
Taking care of her health

NeNe Leakes weighs
in on the divorce drama
and sudden
reconciliation between
Kim Zolciak and Kroy
Biermann
Real Housewives stars

Copying Mama's style!
Tennis fan Princess
Charlotte, 8, dons cool
pink sunglasses to
watch Wimbledon final -
as Prince George, 9,
gets VERY animated

Kim Kardashian
showcases her flawless
complexion in Skkn
selfie - and saves
daughter North from a
spider in fun TikTok
video

Mom-to-be Becca
Kufrin celebrates her
baby shower in her
Minnesota hometown
with fiancé Thomas
Jacobs
Expecting a newborn

As Madonna sets
'strict rules for
managing her $850
MILLION fortune' after
health scare, FEMAIL
reveals how she
amassed her net worth

Princess Kate dazzles
in emerald green as she
chats to Daniel Craig
and his wife Rachel
Weisz on final day of the
Wimbledon Tennis
Championships

Rooting for her
favorite? Princess
Charlotte sports $220
blue dress from a
Spanish brand as she
joins her family at
Wimbledon

Sister Wives star
Gwendlyn Brown ties
the knot with Beatriz
Queiroz in an intimate
ceremony in Arizona
The reality star has wed
her love 

Rita Ora flaunts her
toned abs in a skimpy
crop top and mini skirt
for her record signing in
the UK
The British star loves to
show off her figure
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From Taylor Swift's
$100m feline to Henry
Cavill's loyal pooch -
stars who bear a
hilarious resemblance
to their furry
companions

Emma Watson oozes
chic in white shirt and
pink trousers as she is
joined by her brother
Alex for the Wimbledon
2023 Men's Final
Actress at the tennis

Tom Sandoval and
Lisa Vanderpump
spotted filming new
season of Vanderpump
Rules in West
Hollywood
Reality stars filmed

Rachel Weisz and
Daniel Craig make a
rare appearance
together as they join a
host of stars to watch
the men's final at
Wimbledon
Actors at the tennis final

Lizzo loses her mind
over crowd member's
impressive flute
rendition of Aussie
classic at her Perth
concert
Singer was Down Under

Megan Fox gets back
to nature as she
CLIMBS a tree in a
barely-there green bikini
for a very sexy photo
shoot
Abstract photo shoot

Lewis Capaldi and
Emma Watson leave
fans in shock by their
'unexpected' friendship
as they sit together at
Wimbledon
Attended the tennis

Mel C puts on an
energetic performance
in New York during the
Wimbledon final - after
Victoria Beckham
revealed she won't
reunite with Spice Girls

Hugh Jackman is the
definition of casual chic
as he suits up for the
Wimbledon men's final
The Australian actor was
joined by his wife at the
tennis

Toni Collette shows off
her ageless looks in a
flirty summer frock as
she attends the Ischia
Global Fest in Italy
Australian actress was in
Europe

Princess Kate wows in
$980 dress from French
brand Roland Mouret as
she attends the
Wimbledon men's final
with Prince William,
George and Charlotte
She's a fashion icon

Britney Spears proves
she's STILL a superstar
as she sings during
horseback ride while on
vacation with husband
Sam Asghari 
On a much needed break

Fans go wild over
Robert Downey Jr's
'bromance' with Stanley
Tucci as they enjoy a
lavish dinner party
The unlikely friends
revealed their bond

Emma Corrin leads the
glamour in a chic lemon
co-ord at Goodwood
after The Festival Of
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Speed's shock
cancellation due to
severe winds

Princes, princesses,
and even a king!
FEMAIL reveals the
VERY famous faces in
the Royal Box at
Wimbledon
Carlos Alcaraz won

Beyonce makes jaws
drop as she takes the
plunge in a glamorous
gown for a night out
with husband Jay-Z and
daughter Blue Ivy
Singer took the plunge

Singer Ronan
Keating's older brother,
who is in his 50s, is
killed in car crash while
travelling with his wife
to watch their son play
soccer
Tragic accident

Inside the turbulent
lives of the Teen Mom
stars who have quit the
hit series - from
lucrative HGTV hosting
gigs to X-rated adult
entertainment 
Amid abuse allegations

Shannen Doherty
wishes former Beverly
Hills, 90210 co-star
Brian Austin Green
happy 50th birthday
They both found fame on
the hit '90s show

Tom Hiddleston cuts a
dapper figure in a blue
suit as he arrives to the
Wimbledon Men's Final
with his fiancée Zawe
Ashton
Went to watch the tennis

Royal support from
home! King Felipe of
Spain attends
Wimbledon men's final
to cheer on Spaniard
Carlos Alcaraz
It was a royal affair

Russell Crowe and
girlfriend Britney
Theriot work up a sweat
as they play a game of
tennis before taking a
romantic boat trip in
Venice
Took their love to Italy

Nicola Coughlan
reveals secret meaning
behind her Barbie
premiere gown that paid
tribute to her childhood
and her Bridgerton role 
Actor glittered in gown

Bruce Willis' wife
shares throwback video
of family's visit to Die
Hard set to celebrate
movie's anniversary 
The film was one of his
biggest hits

Kimora Lee Simmons
puts on a glamorous
display at the HollyRod
Foundation Gala with
daughter Aoki
After accusing ex Russell
Simmons of 'threatening'
their kids' lives

Ashley Graham says
she was 'traumatized'
because there were no
Barbie dolls that looked
like her growing up
Spoke out about the doll
amid the film premiere
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Chloe Bailey flaunts
her glamorous curves in
skimpy neon green
ensemble while
performing onstage on
the first day of Broccoli
City Festival in DC

Gabrielle Union and
husband Dwyane Wade
flash wide smiles as
they attend the 2023
WNBA All-Star Game in
Las Vegas

Terri Irwin shares
hilarious photo of
granddaughter Grace
posing with a kangaroo
Family of the late Steve
Irwin spend their time with
Australian animals

From private islands
and Chanel bags to
diamond-encrusted
Barbie dolls: As Cardi B
gives daughter a $20k
Birkin on 5th birthday, a
look at other star gifts
Stars who splash out

Pregnant Pixie Lott
shows off her toned
legs in a stunning
Barbiecore beach look
as she continues to
enjoy her sun-soaked
vacation in Ibiza

Tiffany Haddish looks
fierce in a leopard print
dress as she joins stars
at HollyRod's annual
DesignCare Gala in LA

Pregnant Rihanna
shows off her bump in a
white bodycon dress as
she heads out shopping
with boyfriend A$AP
Rocky

Lindsay Lohan spends
quality time with brother
Dakota Lohan ahead of
birth of first child and
reveals sweet nod to
one of her iconic films
in baby's nursery

Victoria Beckham
flaunts her toned abs as
she works out in tight
black gym gear... after it
was revealed she won't
reunite with Spice Girls
at Glastonbury

Ryan Gosling reveals
his daughters were
'confused' about why he
wanted to play Ken in
upcoming Barbie
movie: 'They have no
use for Ken'

From Prince William's
favourite chocolate
biscuit cake to Camilla's
scrambled egg, the
surprisingly down-to-
earth dining habits of
the royals

How the Duke of
Windsor's sordid sexual
adventures with a
courtesan from Paris
helped acquit her of a
sensational shooting 
At Savoy 100 years ago

A childhood friend of
Queen Elizabeth whose
'King of Mustique'
husband beat her with a
walking stick. The life of
Princess Margaret's
lady-in-waiting

Pregnant Serena
Williams, 41, shows off
her 'belly routine' to
take care of her growing
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baby bump in a clip
with her daughter
Olympia

Tom Brady, 45, proudly
shows off daughter
Vivian's, 10, skills as
they play a game of
football catch during a
pool day: 'That a girl!'

Olivia Wilde shows off
her toned thighs while
referring to her shorts
as a 'denim sweat
diaper' in sexy new
snap

EXCLUSIVE  Meghan
Markle picks up fresh
flowers and samples
some honey at the
Montecito Farmer's
Market - without Harry 
With her dog instead

Lizzo strips down to
pink bra as she calls
beau Myke Wright her
'favorite artist' in
gushing post... as she
promotes his new
album

Ty Pennington, 58, is
released from the ICU
after he was
hospitalized and
intubated due to an
abscess that was
'closing off my airway'

Angelina Jolie cuts an
elegant figure in a black
trench coat and white
pants at JFK airport
after leasing Manhattan
property once owned by
Andy Warhol

'Wow': Kim
Kardashian is left
stunned after learning
one of her SKIMS
bodysuits saved a fan's
life who got SHOT four
times

Tom Cruise's latest
Mission Impossible
sequel falls short of box
office hopes as it's
predicted to earn $78M
domestically after five-
day opening 

Harry Styles shows off
her shirtless physique
as he arrives backstage
ahead of his show in
Madrid in the final week
of his Love On Tour

Denise Richards and
Charlie Sheen's
daughters Sami and
Lola show off their
contrasting styles as
they film for their new
reality series in LA

Nicole Kidman
defends THAT viral
Vanity Fair cover shoot
after she raised
eyebrows for modelling
Miu Miu micro skirt

Nicole Kidman reveals
surprising texting rule
with Keith Urban after
celebrating their 17-year
wedding anniversary
They recently celebrated
17th wedding anniversary

Nina Dobrev and
snowboarder beau
Shaun White hold hands
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in NYC... after laughing
off engagement rumors

Lizzo addresses her
Taylor Swift feud on
stage in Perth after
controversial comments
about pop rival: 'There's
no competition here'

Hilary Duff shows off
her killer physique in
skintight leggings and a
crop top while visiting a
Studio City gym

Chrissy Teigen steps
out with mother
Vilailuck and daughter
Luna, seven... weeks
after welcoming new
baby boy Wren via
surrogate

Rita Ora looks
effortlessly stylish in a
green velvet tracksuit
as she meets eager fans
at album signing in
Liverpool... after the
release of You & I

Robert Downey Jr.
calls Oppenheimer 'the
best film I've ever been
in' and says he 'cannot
wait for you all to
experience it'

Heidi Klum, 50, sizzles
in a strapless white mini
dress during her sun-
soaked getaway in
Sardinia with her
husband Tom Kaulitz,
33

EMILY PRESCOTT:
Ryan Reynolds buys a
$5.2M home in the
South-West London
setting of the Apple TV+
series
Blake Lively's husband

Priyanka Chopra and
Nick Jonas bring the
Hollywood glamour
while Emma Watson
looks radiant in a quirky
lace dress at
Wimbledon 
Stars at the tennis

EXCLUSIVE  Tori
Spelling is jealous of
her mom Candy's
relationship with reality
star Josh Flagg - 
spoiling him with trips
abroad and lavish gifts
Staying at cheap motel 

Emily Ratajkowski
sets pulses racing in a
sheer red blouse as she
steps for a dinner date
with her new beau
Orazio Rispo in London

EXCLUSIVE   Liev
Schreiber, 55, has
secretly MARRIED
pregnant girlfriend, 31,
in backyard ceremony
at his Montauk home 
Weeks after his ex wed

'Where the f*** is Ben
Affleck?': Striking
actors aim their fury
towards Hollywood A-
listers as the megastars
are nowhere to be seen
in protests 
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Matt Damon is
accompanied by his
wife Luciana Barroso as
they head out for dinner
with Liam Hemsworth
and his girlfriend 
Amid actors' strike

Sean Gunn says he
gets 'almost none of the
revenue' from Netflix for
his work in Gilmore
Girls... as he takes to
the picket line amid
SAG-AFTRA strike

Dua Lipa puts on a
leggy display in a
flowing black mini dress
as she joins busty
Ashley Roberts for a
star-studded evening at
Chiltern Firehouse

Shakira, 46, is not
fazed 'whatsoever' by
her and NBA star Jimmy
Butler's 13-year age gap
as he makes her 'happy'
and 'smile' amid
rumored romance

Prince William tells
King Charles he will
have to pay to stay at
his beloved $1.5M
cottage - and move out
all his belongings
Put it out as a rental

RHOC star Braunwyn
Windham-Burke and
Jennifer Spinner get
engaged on their one-
year anniversary: 'I've
never been happier!'

Leonardo DiCaprio, 48,
enjoys a low-key boat
trip hours after hanging
out with rumored love
interests Maya Jama,
28, and Neelam Gill, 28,
on a night out 

Taylor Swift urges fans
to make their 'voice
heard' at the ballots
after voting in Nashville
as her Era Tours
continues to stimulate
local economies

Queen Camilla was
'really nervous' ahead of
the Coronation which
was watched by
millions, claims her
former daughter-in-law

Emma Watson looks
effortlessly stylish in a
white lace mini dress as
she enjoys penultimate
day of Wimbledon

Blac Chyna breaks her
silence on Khloe
Kardashian saying
she's her daughter
Dream's, 6, 'third parent'

Sylvester Stallone, 77,
cuts a casual figure as
he enjoys a shopping
trip in Italy with his
glamorous wife Jennifer
Flavin, 54
Called off divorce

Kate looks smashing
as she presents
Wimbledon trophy to
Marketa Vondrousova
after the emotional fan,
24, beat Ons Jabeur in
straight sets 

Beyonce wows in sheer
orange dress as she
poses with VERY stylish
look-alike daughter Blue
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Ivy, 11, in BTS snaps
from Jay-Z's book
exhibition

Ron Perlman gives
stern warning to
Hollywood studio
executive who plans to
'drag on' SAG-AFTRA
and WGA strike in now-
deleted Instagram rant

Jennifer Lopez, 53,
looks super-fit in tiny
bra top as she leaves an
LA gym after another
grueling workout

Restaurants are
cutting portion sizes as
the popular weight-loss
drug sweeps through
Hollywood and changes
the stars' eating habits 

'You're an inspiration':
Kate's sweet moment
with disabled woman,
27, at the Wimbledon
women's final

Beyonce puts on a
sizzling display in
shimmering bodysuit as
she entertains fans in
Philadelphia during her
Renaissance World Tour

SARAH VINE: Barbie
is every girl's gateway
drug to a life of self-
loathing
SARAH VINE: Why are
so many women gushing
like pre-pubescent fan-
girls at another Barbie?

Over 500 fans of Kate
Bush gather in red
costumes and dance at
Sydney Park to
celebrate annual
Wuthering Heights day

Taylor Swift was 'not at
a weed party' Questlove
reveals - after snaps of
singer enjoying star-
studded Uno night
whipped fans into a
frenzy

'Must be Ozempic':
Kyle Richards leaves
cheeky comment on
husband Mauricio
Umansky's shirtless
gym snap as he talks
getting in shape amid
their 'separation'

Ben Platt avoids nepo
baby question and
seemingly cuts
interview SHORT while
promoting his new
comedy Theater Camp

Fresh-faced Kim
Kardashian cuts a
casual figure in
skintight black
sportswear as she takes
daughter North, 10, to
basketball practice

'I waited nine days for
THIS?!' Taylor Swift's
fans are distraught as
many are placed on the
waitlist for Eras tour
tickets after access
codes were FINALLY
released
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FBI agent who investigated Hunter
'confirms IRS whistleblower story'
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Ukraine war: Russia says Crimean
bridge partially open to cars again
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Robert Kennedy Jr. called out by
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